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Abstract 
Most popular object-oriented analysis (OOA) methods provide good support for creating 
abstract, understandable models of system behavior and structure. The lack of firm seman
tic bases for most of these methods makes it difficult to rigorously reason about modeled 
behavior, and also makes it difficult to check the compliance of implementations (design 
and programs) against them. In this paper* we formalize the Fusion object-oriented anal
ysis modeling techniques to make the models produced more amenable to formal analysis. 
We illustrate the formalization process by presenting some of the results of a case study 
carried out as part of our experimentations on formalized Fusion models. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The lack of firm semantic bases in most industrially-favored object-oriented methods 
(OOMs), e.g., see (Booch, 1994; Coleman et al., 1994; Rumbaugh et al., 1991; Shlaer 
& Mellor, 1992), severely inhibits their use in the specification and analysis of complex 
systems. These OOMs are informal in the sense that they produce models that are not 
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amenable to rigorous semantic analyses, nor can they be used to rigorously establish the 
compliance of implementations with them. 

The need to rigorously investigate the behavior of such systems suggests the use of 
formal specification techniques (FSTs). A FST consists of a formal language (i.e., alan
guage with a precise syntax and semantics), and mechanisms for deriving consequences 
from specifications expressed in the formal language. FSTs usually utilize mathematical 
concepts and notation to precisely define theories and models of application behavior. Pre
cise specifications facilitate effective communication among persons with a stake in the 
development of the software, while the ability to reason about specified properties allows 
developers to predict the behavior of implementations during the specification phases of 
software development. 

In this paper we present a formalization of the analysis modeling techniques of the 
Fusion method (Coleman et al., 1994). We chose Fusion because it incorporates some of 
the best object-oriented modeling ideas from previous OOMs in a single coherent method. 
The Fusion analysis models are formalized by reexpressing some behavioral and structural 
aspects in the Z style (Spivey, 1992b ). We chose Z because of its maturity, expressive
ness and the availability of tools (e.g., CADiZ (Toyn, 1990), fuzz (Spivey, 1992a), and 
ProofPower (Jones, 1992)). We also show some of the results of applying the integrated 
Fusion/Z specification method to a problem and discuss some of our experiences with the 
application. 

In Section 2 we discuss the benefits of integrating informal specification techniques 
(ISTs) with FSTs, and give an overview of Z and Fusion. Section 3 provides guidelines 
supporting the translation of Fusion analysis models to Z specifications. These guidelines 
are illustrated in a partial description of a case study in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 
we discuss some of the benefits and limitations of our formalization, and give an overview 
of our ongoing work in this area. 

2 INTEGRATING FORMAL AND INFORMAL SPECIFICATION 
TECHNIQUES 

The application of informal OOMs can be made more rigorous by integrating them with 
suitable FSTs. The integration of an OOM and a FST is an instance of a class of specifi
cation techniques that we call integrated formal/informal specification techniques (FISTs) 
(France & Larrondo-Petrie, 1995b; France & Larrondo-Petrie, 1994). The use of FISTs 
can be beneficial in the following respects: 

• FISTs enable an evolutionary approach to the use of FSTs in industry. FISTs allow 
an organization to preserve, and even enhance, its investment in ISTs while taking 
advantage of FST-related benefits. 

e FSTs and graphical ISTs can complement each other. The relatively simple and graph
ical nature of IST specifications often makes them more presentable than the more de
tailed, often textual, formal specifications. On the other hand, the lack of firm semantic 
bases for ISTs inhibits their use in rigorous specification and analysis of behavior. FSTs 
are needed for such activities. 

e A FIST can provide basis for structuring the analysis process. Requirements engineer
ing is concerned with systematically capturing and representing problem concepts. It 
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usually involves transforming vague notions of required behavior to precise statements 
of need. A FIST can provide support for modeling requirements at varying levels of 
formality. For example, problems that are not well-understood can be explored using 
modeling techniques that utilize informal notations that are graphical and easy to use. 
As understanding of the problem improves more attention can be paid to formalizing 
the concepts captured informally. This approach is the basis of the Loosely Integrated 
process model discussed in (France & Larrondo-Petrie, 1995b). 

The manner in which FSTs and ISTs are integrated in a FIST is usually based on one 
or more of the following considerations: 

e Preservation of the 'intuitive' interpretation of the informal specification: The inte
gration should be such that the formal specifications provide interpretations of the 
informal specifications that are consistent with intuitively-held interpretations of the 
informal specifications. The interpretation provided by a formalization should reinforce 
the informal interpretation. 

• Level of automated support for moving between formal and informal specifications: De
veloping formal specifications can be a very arduous task. Well-defined relationships 
between FST and 1ST constructs and concepts can provide the basis for mechanical 
generation of some parts of the formal specification. In the other direction, it is often 
possible, given a well-defined relationship between formal and informal specification 
elements, to mechanically generate informal specifications from formal specifications. 

• Degree of integration: In some cases it may not be worthwhile to formally interpret all 
aspects of an informal specification. It may be sufficient to formalize only those parts 
that can benefit from more rigorous specification and analysis. 

Complete automation of the informal to formal specification transformation is unlikely, 
given that informal specifications are inherently incomplete. Human interaction is needed 
during generative transformations to at least simplify generated formal specifications. 
Most generative informal to formal specification transformations generate a formal speci
fication skeleton using information available from the informal specifications, then require 
that the specifier provide additional details in the formal notation. 

In this paper we describe a FIST with generative transformational characteristics that 
integrates Fusion analysis models and the Z specification style. Transformation rules are 
defined for some aspects of the formalization, some of which can be mechanized. We made 
every attempt to preserve the intuitive interpretation of Fusion models in our formaliza
tion; empirical data is still needed to validate the integration in this sense. ln the following 
subsections we give an overview of Fusion and Z. 

2.1 Overview of Fusion 

Fusion is an object-oriented software development methodology that combines and ex
tends existing techniques, e.g. Rumbaugh's Object Model Technique (OMT) (Rumbaugh 
et al., 1991), Booch's technique (Booch, 1994), Wirfs-Brock's Class Responsibility Col
laborator (Wirfs-Brock & Wilkerson, 1990) (CRC) technique, and Jacobson's Objectory 
(Jacobson, 1992). Fusion claims to take the best ideas from these methods and incor
porate them into a single coherent method that covers software analysis, design, and 
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implementation. In this section we present an overview of the Fusion analysis process and 
products. 

In Fusion's analysis phase the required behavior of the system is described by: 

• an Object Model that defines the static structure of the information manipulated by 
the application in terms of classes and the relationships among them; and 

• an Interface Model that defines the externally observable behavior of the application. 
The services identified in the interface model are not associated with class operations 
at the analysis level. In fact, Fusion does not attach operations to classes in this phase; 
this is done during design. 
A data dictionary is maintained and updated throughout the development process. 
The Interface Model, in turn, consists of two models: 

- Operation Model: that characterizes the effect of application services in terms of 
the observable state changes they make and the output events they send to the 
environment. 
Life-Cycle Model: that characterizes the allowable sequences of service invocations 
for the application. 

The notation used in the Object Model is summarized in Figure 1. A filled-in rectangle 

d) An Au;tegalioD.Relabonlhip (C =Cudi.llllity) 
Clalt_A and Chst_B ancamponenll of lheAggmpteClut 

e)Cardlnllity(C) 

Figure 1 Summary of Fusion Object Model Notation. 

or "marker" on a relationship means that all members must participate in the relationship. 
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Relationships can be annotated with assertions (called invariants) that stipulate that 
certain properties must be maintained, and roles, indicating the role that objects play in 
the relationships. Invariants can also be associated with individual classes. 

The Fusion Operation Model consists of a set of operation schemas. Each schema con
sists of the following parts: 

Description: an informal and concise description of the operation. 
Reads: a list of the items that the operation reads. 
Changes: a list of the items the operation changes. 
Sends: a list of the events the operation sends to other objects in the environment. 
Assumes: a condition that describes what is assumed true at the start of the operation. 
Result: describes what is true after the operation has completed its execution. 

The Fusion Life-Cycle Model is expressed in a language that allows one to express 
relationships such as "event x is followed by event y", "either event x or event y occurs", 
"event x is optional", "the steps of events x and y are interleaved". 

More detailed descriptions of Fusion notation will be given when needed in the remain
der of this paper. 

2.2 The Z notation 

The Z specification language is a general purpose specification language developed by the 
Programming Research Group at Oxford. It has a strong mathematical basis in predicate 
logic and set theory. Static aspects of applications are represented by sets, and dynamic 
aspects by operations on sets. 

In this section we introduce only the Z notations necessary to understand the specifi
cations given in this paper (see (Spivey, 1992b) for more details). 

The primary structuring construct in Z is the schema. A schema has two parts: a 
declaration and a predicate part. The declaration part consists of variable declarations 
of the form w : Type, where w is a variable name and Type is a type name. Intuitively, 
the preceding declaration means that the value of w is a member of the set named by 
Type (types are sets in Z). The predicate part consists of a predicate that expresses the 
relationships among the declared variables. 

There are two ways of writing schemas, vertically or horizontally: 
Schema ________________________ __ 

[Declaration 

[Predicate 
Schema ~ [Declaration I Predicate] 

Schemas are used to model both the static and dynamic aspects of a system. A schema 
that captures the static aspect of a system will be referred to as a state schema, and a 
schema that captures the dynamic aspect will be referred to as an operation schema. In 
a state schema the components of a system's state are declared in the declaration section 
and constraints on the state are given in the predicate part. An operation schema defines 
the relationship between the state at the start and at the end of an operation's execution. 
The declaration part of an operation schema declares variables representing the before 
and after state, inputs, outputs, and any other variables needed to define the relationship. 
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The predicate part of the schema defines the relationship between the before and after 
states. 

3 GUIDELINES FOR FORMALIZING FUSION ANALYSIS 
MODELS 

3.1 Formalizing the Object Model 

In the following subsections we give an overview of how Fusion analysis constructs are 
formalized. 

Representing objects in Z 
In Fusion, an object in an Object Model can have zero or more attributes associated with 
it. At the analysis level attributes are values, not objects. 

Objects are represented by Z state schemas. An object's attributes and identifier are 
declared as state variables, and any invariants associated with the object (expressed in the 
form of object annotations in the Object Model) are expressed formally in the predicate 
part of the schema representation. The type associated with an attribute in an object is 
used as the type in the Z schema (the type must also be defined in Z, for example, as 
a basic type, a schema, or a free type). If an attribute is not associated with a type in 
the Object Model representation of the object, the capitalized name of the attribute is 
used as a type name and declared as a basic Z type. Each object instance has a unique 
identifier that is explicitly defined through an attribute (e.g., see Figure 2). 

[Advisor.JD, NAME, DEPT] 
Adv~or ________________________ _ 

id : Advisor .JD 
name: NAME 
dept: DEPT 

Figure 2 Representing classes with attributes. 

Schema structuring 
Operations that modify the state of a system may only affect a subset of the state variables. 
In Z one has to specify that state variables that are not affected by operations are left 
unchanged, for example, if state variable x is unaffected by an operation's execution then 
the equation x' = x must appear in the predicate part of the operation schema. If an 
operation affects only a small part of the state consisting of a large number of variables, 
then numerous equations of the above form need to be written. One can structure state 
schemas in a way that minimizes the need to write a large number of such equations. 

We provide some guidelines for structuring schemas to minimize the impact of this prob
lem. They utilize schema inclusion to achieve structuring. When a schema A is included 
in another schema B, then B's declaration part includes all the declarations in A, and the 
predicate part of A is logically 'anded' to the predicate part of B. Structuring involves 
identifying sets of attributes of a class that are unaffected by a group of operations that 
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act on the instances of the class. These attributes are defined in separate schemas which 
are included in the schema representing the class. 

Object instances 
Each object instance has a unique identifier that is explicitly defined. Instances of classes 
are represented as bindings of values to variables declared in Z schemas representing the 
classes. The identifier of an instance is the value bound to the identifier variable declared 
in the corresponding Z schema of the instance class (e.g., see Figure 3). 

Advi~or 

mune I d"Pt 

Rob~t I CSE 

Maria CSB 

advisors : 1P' Advisor 
al, a2 : Advisor 

al.id = 01 
al.name =Robert 
al.dept = CSE 
a2.id = 02 
a2.name = lvfaria 
a2.dept = CSE 
advisors = { al, a2} 

Figure 3 Illustration of instances representation. 

Representing associations in Z 
We created a mathematical toolkit that includes Z definitions of the common types of 
binary relationships that can exist between objects in an Object Model. The types are 
defined by parameterized Z schcmas. We utilize graphical symbols in the toolkit to make 
clear the connection between formalizations and the Fusion representations of relation
ships. In Figure 4 we give an example of a toolkit formalization of a Fusion relationship 
and show how it is used to represent a particular relationship in a model. 

If the relationship is associated with a cardinality other than 0 and 1, then the cardi
nality constraint is expressed in the predicate part of the schema (e.g., see Figure 5). 

Relationship attributes are handled by declaring the attributes in a separate state 
schema (referred to as the attribute schema) and defining a functional mapping between 
the relationship and the attribute schema type. Figure 5 shows how relationships with 
attributes are represented. 

Ternary and higher relationships are handled by modeling the relationship as a vari
able with an n-tuple type, where each class in the relation is a component of the type. 
Cardinality constraints are expressed in the predicate part of relationship schema. 

Representing aggregation structures 
The aggregation relationship is represented in Z by declaring the components as sets in 
a schema representing the aggregate object class (e.g., see Figure 6). Any cardinality 
constraints are formally expressed in the predicate part. 
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[X, YJ---------
1- *:IP'(X<--+ Y) 

VR:X<--+ Yo 

REI- *~R-1 E(Y-+X) 

advisor.s : IP' Advisor 
students : IP' Student 

assigned_to: 1- *[Advisor, Student] 

dam assigned_to ~ advisors 
ran assigned_to ~ students 
V i,j : advisors • i.id = j .id ~ i = j 
V i,j : students • i.id = j .id ~ i = j 

Figure 4 Illustration of formalizing relationships using the toolkit. 

[SEMESTER] 
StAttrib ___________ _ 

[semester: SEMESTER 

Relationship----------
courses : IP' Course 
students : IP' Student 
studied_by : Student <--+ Course 
studied_by_attrib : (Student <--+ Course) -+ StAttrib 

V s : Student I s E dam studied_by • 
1 :S #studied_byQ { s} D :S 4 

dam studied_by_attrib = studied_by 
dam studied_by ~ students 
ran studied_by ~ courses 

Figure 5 Illustration of formalizing cardinality. 

Representing generalization hierarchies 
A generalization hierarchy is represented in Z by including superclass schemas in subclass 
schemas. See Figure 7 for an example. Note that in Fusion, at the analysis level, operations 
are not associated with classes. Furthermore, redefinition of attributes is not permitted 
at the analysis level. For multiple specializations it may be the case that some of the 
superclasses have identically named attributes. It may then be necessary to rename the 
variables before including them in the subclass schema. Renaming is not necessary when 
the superclasses inherit the identically named attributes from a common ancestor (in this 
case, only single copies of the common attributes are included; this can be achieved in Z 
by hiding the other copies before inclusion). Renaming is necessary when the identically 
named attributes originate from different ancestors. 
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[AGGID] 
Aggregate_ Class---------
id: AGGID 
advisors : lP' Advisor 
students : lP' Student 

assigned_to: 1~ *[Advisor, Student] 

dom assigned_to <;:; advisors 
ran assigned_to <;:; students 
V i,j: advisors • i.id = j.id # i = j 
V i,j: .students • i.id = j.id # i = j 

Figure 6 Formalizing aggregations. 

l~ ID al: Al 
a2: A2 

A_attributes == A \ ( id) 
B c __________ _ 
A_aliributes 
id: ID 
bl: Bl 
b2: B2 

A_attr·ibutes 
id: ID 
cl: Cl 
c2: C2 

Figure 7 Formalizing generalization (specialization hierarchies). 

Putting it all together 
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Once the parts of the Object Model are defined they are collected in a schema that is a 
representation of the model. Invariants involving parts that were separately defined are 
expressed in the predicate part of this schema. 

Our guidelines support a compositional approach to formalizing an Object Model. Some 
restructuring of the schemas and/or redefinition of the parts may be needed to reduce the 
complexity of the schemas produced by them. 

3.2 Formalizing the Interface Model 

We formalize only the Operation Model. The Fusion Life-Cycle Model is rigorous and 
analyzable; reexpression of this model in Z is not necessary. 

Representing Operation Models 
Fusion Operation Models are translated to Z operation schemas in the following manner 
(e.g., see Figure 11): 

• The operation name is used as the schema name. 
• The informal definition is used to document the Z operation schema. 
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• Variables mentioned in the Reads section are declared as input variables in the Z 
schema. 

• If variables are mentioned in the Changes section then the state is declared in the 
operation schema preceded by the fl. symbol (indicating that the operation causes a 
change in the state). Equations for variables not changed by the operations (i.e., not 
mentioned in the Changes section) are generated. For example, if state variable xis not 
mentioned in the Changes section then the equation x' = x is generated; if no variable 
in the state schema, S, in which xis declared is mentioned in the Changes section then 
the equation OS'= OS is generated. 

• Variables mentioned in the Sends section are declared as output variables in the Z 
operation schema. 

• The condition in the Assumes section, when formalized, is the precondition of the 
operation. 

• The formalized content of the Result is given in the predicate part of the operation 
schema. 

4 FORMALIZING FUSION ANALYSIS MODELS: A CASE STUDY 

4.1 Fusion model 

In this section we describe some aspects of a Z formalization of a Fusion model of a system 
that controls the dispensing of petrol, and tracks customer payments and tank levels. The 
Fusion analysis models used in the case study described here is taken from (Coleman 
et al., 1994, p. 144). The formalization illustrates applications of the guidelines outlined 
in the previous section. 

The Object Model of the pump system is shown in Figure 8. 

Figure 8 Object Model for Pump. 
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4.2 Z model 

Formalizing the objects 
The basic types are the types associated with the attributes. The attribute status can be 
one of the following values: Enabled, OuLof _Service, Disable. Its type is defined as a Z 
free type. Extracts of the basic type and object schemas definitions for the petrol system 
are given in Figure 9. 

ODD 
- Objecu without attributes -

Timer 

stllndby_period 
~~ 
~LJ 

Display 

volume 
cost 
grade EJB 

- Objects with attributes -

[AttendantJD, Meter JD, PLJD] 
Attendant ___________ _ 

[id: AttendanLID 
Meter ____________ _ 

[id: Meter _ID 

I PetrolLine 
Lid: PLJD 

[Timer JD, GunJD, Holster JD] 
[Display_!D, Motor JD, ClutchJD] 
[STANDBY YERIOD, TRIGGER] 
[SWITCH, VOLUME, COST] 
[GRADE, RUNNING, ENGAGED] 
STATUS::= Enabled I OuLof ...Service I Disable 

Timer ____________ _ 

id: TimerJD 
standby_period : STANDBY _PERIOD 
Gun ____ _ 
id: Gun_ID 
trigger : TRIGGER 
status : STATUS 
Display ___ _ 
id : Display_ID 
volume: VOLUME 
cost: COST 
grade : GRADE 

Holster ___ _ 
id: Holster _fD 

switch : SWITCH 

Motor ____ _ 
id : Motor _fD 

running: RUNNING 

Clutch ___ _ 
id : Clutch_JD 
engaged : ENGAGED 

Figure 9 Translation of Objects. 

A closer examination of the meaning of attributes can yield more meaningful type 
definitions. For example, the attributes running, engaged, switch, have two values: on, 
off. The following is a suitable type declaration for these attributes: 

SETTING ::= on I off 

The attributes running, engaged, and switch can now be declared as having type SETTING. 
We can also model the types of standby_period, cost, volume, and grade more appropri-
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ately in Z if additional information about the attributes are given. Additional information 
about attributes and their types is usually found in the system's data dictionary. 

The use of Z forces the typing of attributes. This has the advantage that the models 
can now be typechecked. 

Relationships, Aggregations and Instances 
After formalizing the objects we then formalized aggregate structures. A formalization of 
the GunHolsterAssembly aggregation is given below: 

[GHA_ID] 

GnnHolsterAssembly _________________________ _ 
id: GHA_ID 
guns: I" Gun 
holsters : II" Holster 

kepLin: 1- l[Gnn,Holster] 

dom kepLin <;;; guns 
ran kepLin <;;; holsters 
'ti,j: guns • i.id =j.id ~ i =j 
'ti,j: holsters • i.id = j.id ~ i =j 

(unique identifier] 
(Instances of Gun] 

(Instances of Holster] 

[Relationship between Gun and Holster] 

The predicate part of the above schema restricts the relationship to declared instances of 
the objects (the intent is that only instances created thus far can be related). 

A similar formalization of ClutchMotorAssembly can be made. The aggregates can 
then be treated as objects and used in the definition of relationships. For example, the 
relationship controls can be formalized in Z a.s follows: 

Contro~--------------------------------
gunholsters: II" GunHolsterAssembly 
clntchassemblies: II" ClntchMotorAssembly 

(Instances of gun/holster assembly] 
[Instances of clutch/motor assembly] 

controls: 1- l[GnnHolsterAssembly, ClntchMotorAssemblyJ 

dorn controls <;;; gnnholsters 
ran controls <;;; clntchassemblies 
't i,j: gnnholsters • i.id = j.id ~ i = j 
'ti,j: clntchassemblies • i.id = j.id ~ i = j 

The aggregation Pump can then be formalized as: 

[PUMP JD, PUMPID] Pnmp ____________ ___ 

Controls 
id :PUMPJD 
pnmp_id: PUMPID 
displays : II" Display 
status : STATUS 

The other relationships in the Object Model can be built up in a similar manner. In 
Figure 10 we show a partial schema of the Object Model for the petrol system. 

At this point, the developer can choose to restructure the schemas to facilitate operation 
specifications (see previous section on schema. structuring) or to enhance readability. 
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System ________________________________________________________ ___ 

pump_s : Jr Pump, meters : Jr Meter, plines : Jr Petrol Line 
timers : lP Timer 

starts: 1-+-----------+- 1[Timer, GunHolsterAssembly] 

disabled_by: 1-+-----------+- 1[Pump, GunHolsterAssembly] 

tums_off: 1-+-----------+- 1[Motor, Timer] 

pumps: 1-+-----------+- 1[Clutch, PetrolLine] 

contains: 1-+-----------+- 1[PetrolLine, Meter] 

pulses: 1-+-----------+- 1[Display,Meter] 

dorn starts s;; timers 
ran starts s;; {g : GunHolsterAssembly I 3 p : pump_s • g E p.gunholsters} 

predicate that restricts relationships to declared instances 

Figure 10 Formalization of Object Model. 

Operation Model 
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In this section we formalize one of the operations specified for the petrol system. The 
Fusion description of the operation enable_pump and its corresponding formalization in 
Z is given below: 

Operation: enable_pump 
Description: Enables the pump ready to dispense petrol. 

Reads: supplied n 
Changes: Pump with pump.pump_id = n 

motor, clutch, display 
Sends: 
Assumes: 
Result: if pump is enabled or out of service 

then no effect otherwise: 
Status of pump is enabled. 

enable_pump -------------------
!lSystem 
id?: PUMPJD 

3 p : pump_s I p.pump_id = id? • 
(p.status = Enabled 
V p.status = Out_of _Service) 

=> p1.status = p.status 
1\ p.status = Disable 

=> p'.status = Enabled 

Figure 11 The enable_pump operation translation. 

5 CONCLUSION 

The use of OOMs in the development of complex systems can be inhibited by their lack of 
formal semantic bases. In this paper we discuss how a particular object-oriented analysis 
method, Fusion, can be integrated with a FST, Z, to produce analyzable object-oriented 
analysis models. Aspects of a case study were presented for illustration purposes. The full 
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case study, with a report of our experiences can be found in (Bates et al., 1995) or accessed 
via our WWW page (URL: http : I /www. cse.fau. edu/ robert/RF-research.html) . 

The formalization discussed in this paper is not the only one possible. We are currently 
working on other ways of formalizing Fusion analysis models and carrying out experimen
tations (in the form of student projects) to assess the relative merits of the approaches 
we identify. We are also working on formalizing Fusion design models. The objective of 
this aspect of our work is to provide a formal basis for justifying implementations against 
requirements. 

Our FIST approach can be abstracted as shown in Figure 12, where the boxes represent 
models and the ovals represent activities. Currently we are implementing the translation 

Figure 12 The integration process. 

from Fusion to Z in a CASE environment supporting the use of a Fusion/Z FIST. In 
our experimentations with the Fusion/Z FIST, we found that formalizing the Fusion 
models helped identify problems with the object model, for example, inconsistent use of 
attribute names, undefined variables, and missing operation arguments. More generally, 
formalization revealed ambiguities, gaps in our knowledge of the system being modeled, 
and inconsistent requirements. The feedback from the translation activity can be used to 
improve the Fusion models (as indicated by the feedback arrow leaving the translation 
activity in the figure) . 

The primary objective of integrating Fusion and Z is to create analyzable Fusion models. 
The integration allows one to use Z type checkers (e.g., ZTC (Xiaoping Jia, 1995b) and 
fuzz (Spivey, 1992a)) and Z animation tools, such as ZANS (Xiaoping Jia, 1995a), to 
analyze models. In our experimentations, we used ZTC, fuzz and ZANS and found that 
doing such analyses can reveal additional problems with the Fusion models (as well as 
with the formalization of the problem). 

It can be argued that an object-oriented version of Z such as Object-Z (Smith, 1992), 
MooZ (Meira & Cavalcanti, 1991) or SP-Z (Schuman et al., 1990) , would be a more 
appropriate formalism to integrate with an OOM. Unlike Z, the object-oriented versions 
of Z do not have sufficient tool support as yet . One of the reasons we chose Z is the 
availability of analysis tools . A goal of our research in this area is the development of a 
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CASE tool supporting the creation and analysis of analyzable Fusion analysis models. It 
is important that the formal notation we use is adequately supported by analysis tools. 

We anticipate that tools for analyzing object-oriented versions of Z will soon be avail
able. For this reason we are currently defining rules to guide the integration of Fusion 
models with object-oriented versions of Z. We should point out that it is not clear to us 
at this time whether there is a significant advantage in using an object-oriented style of Z 
with Fusion. The integrated approach described in this paper has been adequate for the 
problems we have analyzed upto this point. One the objectives of our work on integrating 
Fusion with an object-oriented style of Z is to determine whether the object-oriented Z 
concepts have a significant impact on formalizing and analyzing Fusion models. 
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